The results of the tests of a prototype ionization sampling calorimeter are presented. Using proportional chmbers interleaved with lead and saTmpling every 0.68 radiation length, we found an energy resolution of 24%/pE. Measurents of position resolution, lateral shower developent, and hadron rejection are discussed.
Introduction
The tests of a proportional wire chamber calorineter were undertaken as part of the prototyping work for the Colliding Beam Detector project at Fermilab. Ease of construction, spatial resolution, and the ease with which towers may be constructed from cathode pads make this an attractiye system for our end cap calorimetry. Previous work ' has shown the practicality of this technique in the construction of 47r detectors.
Calorimeter Construction
The calorimeter was built from 34 proportional wire chambers interleaved with lead plates. The chanbers, see Fig. 1 , had a 12 mn gap with 50 micron gold plated tungsten sense wires placed every 6 mm. The cells were separated by 100 micron copper-beryllium field wires at groud potential. Cathode strips run orthogonally to the wires on one side of the chambers.
They were 6 mm center to center with a 1 mn gap between strips. The chamrbers were filled with a 50%-50% mix- ture 
Readout Electronics
The wires and strips were grouped two-by-two in each chamber and daisy-chained to all corresponding wires or strips in a given section along the beam direction. This gave an effective cell width of 1.2 am for both wires and strips. The integrator, sample and hold, and differential 3 amplifier were part of a single multiplexed ADC system. Before a trigger, both the "before" and "after" switches are closed. The trigger causes the "before" switch to open, capturing the zero level of the integrator output. The integrator response to an input charge propogates damn the delay line and is placed on the "after" sample and hold capacitor. The "after" sample and hold switch is then cpened and the differential amplifier takes the appropriate difference between the "before" and "after" levels so as to provide a positive output to the ADC.
Because of limitations in the number of available channels, section 1 A pile-up gate was implemented that prevented a particle fran generating a trigger when preceeded by another particle within 1 microsecond. A flag was set in a CAMAC register allowing offline rejection of events when a triggering particle was followed by another particle within the sensitive period of the readout system (1 microsecond). Wire slope is 213 counts per GeV,, strip slope is 39 counts per GeV.
Test Results Fig. 6 shows the response of the calorimeter to different energy electrons. The wire res]ponse is seen to be 5.46 times the strip response. This is due to both cell gearetry, which accounts for a factor of 4, and different gain of the charge anplifiers as a function of input capacitive loading.
Energy resolution for the wires is shown in Fig. 7 sian fit used to detrmine the resolution.
Position resolution was measured at several energies for both the first and second sections. The positions of incident electrons were calculated using both the first and second roxrent of the lateral energy distribution. The difference between the calculated position and the particle position as measured by a drift chamber was used for position resolution determination. As seen in Fig. 9 , the first section gave better resolution than the second. Also, the second nrrent calculation, which weights the large signal channels more than the low signal channels, gave significantly more accurate position information than the first mrment calculation. First section, second maent position resolution was 1.24 rm at 10 GeV and 0.84 mn at 46 GeV.
There was no significant difference in the position resolution of the wires versus the strips for either section or calculation method.
Studies were done to determine the effect on the total calorimeter signal and energy resolution as data were incrementally discarded fran one side or both sides of the shower.
Shower position was calculated using the lateral energy distribution. The detector was made syrrrretric around the shower by determining the distance to the closest edge and discarding enough channels fran the other edge to make both distances equal in each section. Then, since the first section had a smaller instruirented area than the others, sane of the remaining channels frcan the second and third sections were discarded so as to make the size of the instrumented areas the same in all sections. The resulting detector measured 14 channels by 14 channels, or 16.8 x 16.8 an2. This configuration represents the point of zero channels cut in Figs. 10, 11, and 12. Canparison with the full detector response shows that fran 3.4% at 10 GeV to 4.7% at 46 GeV of the signal was lost when the detector was reduced to its initial configuration. The points corresponding to six channels cut describe a detector eight channels wide (9.6 an), with the shower core between the seventh and eighth cells. Fig. 11 shows the wire signal as a function of synnetric cuts on both detector edges. The final points with six channels syrmrtrically cut describe a detector two channels wide with the electron shower core between those two channels. Interestingly, the resolution shows sare inprovement, particularly at lower energies, as me discards the extreme shower edges. Also note that the resolution resulting from two channels alone (six channels cut symmetrically) is considerably better than the resolution resulting fran an asyruietric cut of six channels, where one wing is included.
Hadron rejection was measured at 40 GeV only. A lead brick was inserted far upstream of the detector to attenuate the electron fraction prior to trigger formation. Fig. 13 shows the pion peak with a superimposed curve showing the position of the 40 GeV electron peak.
Applying a total signal cut 7.1 GeV wide centered on the 40 GeV electron peak discarded about 2% of the electrons The resulting pion rejection factor was 8.4 x 10 . An additional cut was made on the section 
